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This report is the second in the series based on research completed under
the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station project entitled, Service Delivery
Alternatives in Rural Areas. The focus of this research has been job and skill
development in Minnesota regions. Financial support by the Minnesota Agri.cul.-
tural Experiment Station has made possible the compilation and assessment of
the statistical series needed in the study of personal income and earnings
trends and potentials in Minnesota and each of its development regions.
ABSTRACT
Total earnings of the employed work force in Minnesota and its substate
development regions is presented for an n-industry breakdown of the economy.
Total personal income is derived, in.large part, from total earnings. Both
total earnings and personal income levels are presented for the 30-year period
from 1970 to 2000. The shift-and-sharemethod is used in the preparation of the
substate total earnings and personal income projections.ii
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Total personal income per person in Minnesota quadrupled in the 25 years
from 1950 to 1975. About half of the increase was due to inflation. Thus
real income per person roughly doubled, from $2,064 in 1950 to $3,871 in 1975
(in constant 1967 dollars). It is projected to doub].eagain, by 2000.
Minnesota per capita income is gradually converging towards tileU.S.
average. T.tis projected to equal the U.S. average by the 19801s and even
slightly exceed the U.S. average in the 1990’s. Much of the improvement in
the Minnesota income levels is due to a changing industry composition, with
above-average growth in employment in those industries with above-average
earnings per worker. While agricultural employment is becoming less important
in the State, earnings per farm proprietor ~is increasing relative to the non-
farm average. In addition,
industries is near or above
Changes are projected,
total earnings and income.
earnings per worker in the more rapidly growing
the average earnings per worker in the Nation.
also, in the substate regional distribution of
While total earnings and income were more and
more concentrated in the Metropolitan Council
period, a sharp shift occurred in the 1970 to
nearly tripled from 1970 to 1973, while total
dropped eight percent from 1974 to 1975. The
Region in the 1950 to 1970
1975 period. Farm income levels
employment in manufacturing
two shifts in the geographic
distribution of income and employment accounted for the reversal of the 1950
to 1970 trends toward metropolitan concentration.
Income growth in personal income
the largest growth being confined to
growth will be shared, however, by an
include an increasingly larger number
Metropolitan Council Region. Much of
is projected for all substate regions, with
the Metropolitan Council Region. This
expanding metropolitan region which will
of counties outside the seven-county
the population growth in the State is
projected for this exapnded metropolitan region. A corresponding movement ofiii
jobs to cc)mmunities outside the seven-county
(Ic’1) (’1)(1 011l_llc’ Io(’at [on clloiccs of lJ(J(lsc 1101 (Is
Metropolitan Council Region will
and businesses under increasingly
severe energy constraints. In this study, three alternative futures were pre-
sented simply as an initial basis for discussion of the substate regional im-
plications of the projected growth in the total earnings and personal income
of Minnesota residents.
The three principal income components -- total earnings, property income
and transfer payments -- are pro-jetted to increase at varying rates in the 13
substate development regions. However, total earnings per worker and total
property income per person will remain high in the Metropolitan Council Region.
Transfer payments which include payments to individuals from
ployment, medical assistance and public assistance programs,




payments increase, moreover, when total earnings per worker decline. In 1975,
transfer payments ranged from only 11 percent of total personal income in the
Metropolitan Council Region to 25 percent of total personal income in the
Headwaters Region. The total net earnings per worker i.nthe Headwaters Region
was only 40 percent of its level in the Metropolitan Council Region.
Five sources of change in total personal income
namely, population, employed work force participation
property income per person, and transfer payments per
pyaments are identified,
9 earnings per worker,
person. The largest source
of change in money income cluringthe 1970-75 period was total earnings per worker.
In real.income terms, however, the largest source of change was the rate of em-
ployed work force participation of the total population. The sharp expansion in
total employment per 1,000 total population was the largest single factor in ac-
counting for the nearly $2 billion increase in Minnesota real personal income (in
1967 dollars) from 1970 to 1975. For the 1975 to 2000 period; however, total
earnings per worker is projected as the largest single source of real income
~rowth in the Statr.INCOME TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS FOR MINNESOTA AND
1/ ITS DEVELOPMENT REGIONS–
Wilbur R. Maki
The total personal income of persons living in Minnesota exceeded 30 bi.1.lion
dollars in 1978. Of this total, 73 percent was due to the labor income of wage
and salary workers and self-employed persons. The remainder was almost evenly
split between property income and transfer payments.
Personal income per person in Minnesota increased from $1,407 in 1950 to
$7,644 in 1978. Total personal income per person in the
from $1,496 to $7,805 in the
approached the U.S. average,
1974.
The gradual lessening
same period. The Minnesota
even exceeding it for brief
United States increased
average has gradually
periods, as in 1973 and
and even disappearance of the income gap, as measured
by per capita personal income levels, is the result largely of changing industry
composition. Declining agricultural industry employment and corresponding growth
of employment in manufacturing industry and professional services explains much
of the long-term improvement in the personal income
ident.
Future income growth in Minnesota is projected
position of the Minnesota res-




U.S. economy. The possibility of sharp fluctuations in personal incc)me
persists, however, because of the continuing importance of agriculture, for-
mining and other income-volatile industries in the Minnesota
of income trends and fluctuations in the State helps in identifying




II The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of J.M. Callaway, C.11.
Michaels, L.A. Laulainen, Jr., and M. Chen in the preparation of the data
series used in this study.2
Study Objectives
In this report, personal income trends over a 50-year period of economic
growth in Minnesota and the United States are presented. During the first one-
half of the period from 1.950to 1975 total personal income increased from $4.2
billion to $22.8 billion in Minnesota and from $226 billion to $1,258 billion in
the United States. Total population during this period increased from 3 million
to 3.9 in Minnesota and from 152 million to 213 million in the United States. One
objective of this study was to compare personal income trends and projections for
Minnesota and the United States for the 50-year period from 1950 to 2000.
A second objective was to account for year-to-year variability in the relation
of Minnesota to U.S. income levels. The findings show that this variability is
due, in part, to differences in personal income sources (table 1.1). More of
total personal income originated from farming in Minnesota than in the United
States. Both property income and transfer payments per person lag behind U.S.
averages.
Changes in the relative levels of the major income components in Minnesota
are summarized for selected years as follows:
Minnesota as proportion of U.S.
Income Source 1967 1973 1976 1970 _
~ercent)
Farm earnings 196 232 314 145
Nonfarm earnings 95 98 104 97
Personal contributions 93 93 104 109
Property income 92 95 93 97
Transfer payments 98 93 94 90
Total personal income 94 98 104 96
Above-everage personal income levels in Minnesota in 1973, for example, were as-
sociated with above-average farm earnings. Both transfer payments and property
income were below U.S. averages.
A third objective of this study was to account for region-to-region differ-















income series were compiled from county-level data, grouped by substate develop-
ment region (fig. 1.1). The 13 substate development regions, in turn, are grouped
into four multi-region economic accounting entities for making region-to-region
income comparisons.
The four multi-region groups are identified by their economic base, which is
defined as the export-producing activity in each region. Basic employment is the
industry employment engaged in producing goods and services for non-residents while
basic income is the total regional income derived from income payments of non-
resident income sources to resident households. The four regional groupings are
identified by their respective economic base as follows:
(1) Four dominantly agricultural regions: Northwest; West Central; Six
West; and Southwest
(2) Four transitional agricultural-industrialregions: Central Minnesota;
Six East; Region Nine; and Southeastern
(3) Four transitional primary resource-industrial regions: Headwaters;
Arrowhead; Region Five; and East Central
(4) One dominantly urban-industrial region: Metropolitan Council
One region in each of three regional groupings -- Metropolitan Council, East
Central, and Central Minnesota -- is part of an expanded metropolitan region
where most of recent population, employment and income growth has occurred.
Region-to-region variability in income levels is indicated in the estimated
total.personal income per person for the 13 substate development regions (table 1.2).
The lowest per person income levelswere reported for the Headwaters Region, the
highest for the Metropolitan Council Region. In 1970, the lowest per person in-
come was only 46 percent of the highest. This percentage increased to 50 percent
but the absolute difference increased by over one-third from $2,473 to $3,343.
The largest increases were in the four dominantly agricultural regions.5
I
I .-../
Fig. 1.1. Substatc Piunning and Ilet-elopmentDistricts,,Minnesota, 1978.., -W,,.
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The first step in a study of income trends in Minnesota is a systematic clas-
sification of business establishments into standard industry groups. The 25-
industry breakdown of the Minnesota economy used in this study corresponds with
the U.S. industry breakdown in the currently most widely-used small-area income
projection series, namely, the U.S. Water
series g/ . This breakdown, except for the
the Il.-industry breakdown in the Regional
Resources Council OBERS 1972 Projection
manufacturing detail, corresponds with
Economic Information
lished periodically by the U.S. Department of Commerce.3’ Al1
regional income projections are keyed to the two data sources.
System (REIS) pub-
state and substate
The manufacturing industry breakdown is identical to the one used in the
OBERS projections. Heavy water-using manufacturing industries are identified
separately even though each industry is not present in every substate region.
Trade and service industries, on the other hand, are not differentiated in either
the OBERS income projections or the REIS income estimates. Lack of industry de–
tail in the trade and service industries is a lesser limitation than lack of indus-
try detail in the industries which experience year-tp-year fluctuations and, also,
more gradual long-term changes in employment levels. In reporting the study find-
ings, however, only the n-industry breakdown is used in the tabular presentations.
3
Personal income levels are deflated by an index of prices and population for
purposes of year-to-year and place-to-place comparisons. These comparisons
show the gradual lessening of the income lags between the State and the Nation.
2/ — U.S. Water Resources Council, 1972 OBERS Projections, Regional Economic
Activity in the U.S., Series E Population, U.S. Government Printing Office, .—
Washington, D.C., 20402, April 1974.
~1 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional.EcOnO@&
Information System, 1977.
—8
Lessening of the income gap means a slightly faster income doubling rate for
the State than the Nation. Real personal income per capita in Minnesota approxi-
mately doubled from 1950 to 1975 and it is projected to approximately double,
again, by 2000. For the ‘U.S.,the doubling rate is two to three years longer than
for Minnesota. By 2000, the projected real income levels for both Minnesota and
the U.S. exceed $8,000 per person.
Much place-to-place income variability occurs in the Minnesota economy,
In 1970, average per capita income in the Headwaters Region was $2,101, in current
dollars -- only 54 percent of the per capita average for the Metropolitan Council
Region (which includes Minneapolis and St. Paul). This differential declined
slightly during the 1970-1975 period as all regions (except East Central) approached
the state average.
Per capita income levels, when used in ranking Minnesota development regions,
show the largest income differentials for the most rural regions of the State
(fig. 1.1). These rankings, from largest negative to largest positive income dif-











































Shifts in rank from 1970 to 1975 occurreclin the domi.nantl.y rural.regions which
had experienced sharp increases in farm income levels in 1973 and in transitional
rural regions with large unemployment and/or dependent population.,9
Convergence of substate regional per capita income levels towards a statewide
average, and the convergence of this average towards a U.S. average has been dem-
onstrated by the recent regional, state and national income trends. To assess the
implications of these trends for economic growth in Minnesota and its 13 substate
development regions, the industry levels of employment and earnings were studied.~’
The shift-and-sharemethod of forecasting industry employment for Minnesota and its
substate regions used in the earlier study was used, also, in forecasting total
5/ earnings of the employed work force.—
~1 Wilbur R. Maki, Gregory H. Michaels, Leonard A. Laulainen, Jr., and Mason
Chen, Employment Trends and Projections for Minnesota and Its Development ———.—
Region~Minn. Agr. Exp. Station Report (in Process), 1979.
..——.——— .
>/ Total change in earnings is partitioned into the three effects for each of the
25 industry groups in the form,
earn! = (1 +A+Bi-t Ci) earni, 3.
where,
earn’ i = total earnings in i-th industry in region, year (ti-1).
earn = total earnings in i-th industry in region, year (t). i
Aearni = national-growth effect of i-th industry in region, year (t) to
year (t+l).
Biearni = industry-mix effect of i-th industry in region, year (t) to
year (t+l).
Ciearni = regional-share effect of i=th industry in region, year (t) to
year (ti-1).
The three coefficients are derived as follows:
* _ EARN’ ~ -— _
EARN








EARN; = total.earnings in i-th industry in nation, year (t-i-10)
EARNi = total earnings in i-th industry in nation, year (t)
EARNN’ = Z EARN!, total earnings in all industries in the nation, i 1 year (t-l-l)
EARNN = ~~ EARNi, total earnings in all industries in the nation, year
(t)
All U.S. earnings are given; only the forecast industry earnings, earn;, must
be derived for each industry and region.10
A four step approach is used in this report to assess pro.iectedincome levels
Eor Minnesota and its substate development regions. First, the sources of income
growth and decline in the State are examined. The changing distribution of indus-
try employment and the increasing real earnings per worker are identified as two
factors accounting for income growth in Minnesota. Underlying the long-term
status of these two factors is the changing competitive position of individual
industries in the economic base of each substate development region.
Second, the effects of changing industry employment and increasing earnings
per worker for total labor income earned in the State are discussed. Industry
earnings trends and projections for Minnesota and the U.S. are presented.
Third, changes in the level and composition of estimated and projected total
personal income payments in Minnesota are discussed for the five-year period from
1970 to 1975 and the 30-year period from 1970 to 2000. The substate regional dis-
tribution of the changes in total income payments are related to changes in the
total earnings, total property income payments and total transfer payments.
Fourth, the implications of changes in personal income payments for the
future economic growth of the State and its substate regions are examined.
Changes in per capita income payments are viewed as a surrogate for the economic
and social well-being of local residents.11
T. NDUS’LI{Y E,IRNINGS
Total earnin~s of the cmp].eyedlabor force in Fli.nnesota acco[lntsfor 75 to
S3 percent of total personn].income. This percenta[;e varies from year to year
‘oec.ause of variability in property income and transfer pa>ments as well as in-
dividual ir,dustr’y earnings.
In this chapter, U.S. i.nclustry earnings are presented, first, as a back-
~roLll~d for assessing reportc?dand projected trends i.n total earnings Of the
en,ployed work force in Minnesota. Minnesota income series are compared,
next, with the corresponclin~income series for the united States. These
ssries are disa~gregatecl, finally, to 11 industry ,qroupsfor the 1.3sub-
stcateregions.
Total Earnings of Emp],oyed. Work Force
Total earnings of the employed work force account for about three-fourths of:
the total.personal income payments in the UniteclStates. l’hi.s p[,rcentage hns
fluctuated in the post-1970 period from a hi~h of 79.3 in 1970 to a low of 75.6
in 1975. Total earnings increased, in current clollars,from $641.billion in 1970
ta $951 billion in 1975. Rearly
tion and only one-fourth was due
The total real earnings (in
three-fourths of the increase was dLIe to infla-
to an increase in real earnings per worker.
1967 dollars) of the employed worlcforce in the
United States is. projected to increase from $562 billion in 1970 to $1 trillion
in 1985 and $1.7 tril].ionin 2000. Projected annual rates of increase in total
ehrnings for selecteclperiods are as follows:
Total Total.Employed Earnings
Period ~_arnings Work Force Per Worker —..——— ..——— ——-—.
1970-1975 1.9 1.2 0.7
1970.19[30” /+.O 1.9 2.0
1980–1985 3.5 1.0 2a4
1985-1990 3.5 1.0 2.4
1990-2000 3.5 1.1 2.4.“’.nli~lcl~ ~11 CrC?[l SC’S.i. n totid t,:l]ni.r~gs ar(: COILIp:m LCl with ann(lal. rates of i.n-
c~ea(;<~ in emp]oymerrtand earni.n:;s per worker si],~pl !:tc SI1OWt17e long-term Cha?lf; es
i:-1 tile? tlhJo compo]~entsof’toLal.e:-lrnings. Thcl~IlnUZ1l. rate Of incr(ase :in the IJ. S.
c:- i~l.O;&! work tOrC(_l iS project-.Jt-Opeak in the f’ i17e-j7e aI - period 1975 to 1.980.
‘1112 projected increase in rc:llearning, s per ~worlcer , liow~!vcr , is very larce for the
1970-1930 period, indeed, it is l.ar[~er than tilepro-j e(:tedincreases in tilepost.-
1980 ;leriocl.The annual increases :i.n both the employc’d work force and e:lrnings
p;:r -] :.,() L.P”l” ,1. re pr(~.jectc:cl to dccl. ine i.ntl]e1930’s ;lncl 1990!s. I.t~.sa~:~ins[. th:is
1 of pro:jc!ctc!d U.S. }ac;w; l“o Llrl LL economic.Cll<an:ci that the Minnesota ecorrorny is assessed
iq t~!-!-l~~~ of projected tottllearnings.
Total.earmin[;s of the employed work fTorcein ?li.nnesota increase.cl 49$8 percent
ire;:. S11.8 b~.1.l.ion in 1970 t:o$17.7 bi].lionin 1975 (tali.c 2.1). Durillsthe same
. .. tota~.earni.n~sof the U.S. ~j:, r.. o.l employed work force increased 47 percent [ronl
S~L+lhi]].ionto $941.bYL1l.iOfl. The Minn,-’sota snare OF the total U.S. exrnin:gsin--
Cre<’ls?d From 1.9 percent to 2 per-cent.
.ibove-avel -age rates of-incre:isein t(>tnl. earnings in Minnesota fI-M: the 1970–
1975 pcri.odare shown for nine of tl~e1.2major ind[~strygroups. In three Of the
r.ine ~rollps-- ag”ricu.ll~ure, transport,ati.on, communications and u~i.lities,and trade--
the annual. rates of increase in total carnin::s were l.ar~;er in Plinne sota than in
the Us. T1112 agr:icul.tl]ra]. prosperity accounted for part of the growth ‘inthe two
other srctors, also.
ll~<a”l. earnings of the employed Irork force in }!innesota industries art: projected
to iI”rcK(?;~:;e from $10.5 billion in 1970 to $:1.3 bi.1.lion in 2000 (tabl-~’ 2.2).
!otal real earnilngsarc projected to (Ioublcin less tl)an20 years. This is eq[liva- .
!:’ntto an annual increase of sl. i.p,ht.ly mor[>than 3.6 pcrc.[~nt.
Projected :i.ncr eases in tots]. earrli. n:<sare sli,;ht”!.y hi.gller for )l-il)n~sot:l than
~:lt, .L, ,:;.f[)l’ the 1975 to ‘1985period, ,1s 1CI1101IS+ (in annual percen~-:+[ze change):IN I-JP
-Omcxldcnul+ WCQ+
. . . . . . . . . . .
“ s.
Nwm Nul@I-uI N+IU . . . . . . . . . . .
ON O>cm CJICO#cn# -3-N
ON I-I+ WNIA++N N+ . . . . . . . . . . .
Uloo-lmoc o-lo lb+
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Total ‘l?Otal Employed Earnings
Period Earnings_ Work Force Pcr Worker .. +-—- ..— —.—. —.
1970-1975 2.1 2.4 -0.2
1970-1980 6.6 2.0 2.1
1980-1985 3.6 1.1 2.4
1985-1990 3.6 1.1 2.5
1990-2000 3.5 1.0 2.4
The higher Minnesota rates are due largely to the income-increasing effects of
changing industry mix. A proportionately larger share of industry employment with
above-average growth in earnings
Nation.
Income-increasingshifts in
tified with several of the major
is projected for Minnesota than the rest of the
the industry distribution of
industry groups. A detailed
employment are iden-
industry breakdown
of the mining sector, the transportation, communications and utiliti@s sector,
and the services sector show contrasting trends in employment and earnings per
worker gl
. Total employment in metal ore mining is projected to decline after
reaching peak
the quarrying
levels in 1980. It is projected to decline, also, in the 1980’s in
and other mining, railroad transportation, trucking and warehousing>
and the utilities industries. Projected earnings per worker are above-average in
three of the four declining industries; for example, in railroad transportation,
projected total earnings per worker are among the highest in the State. Three
of the remaining four industries -- other transportation, communications, and
professional services -- are projected to increase at above-average rates in
total employment. Both the levels and rates of growth of total earnings per
worker ailsoare above-average in the three rapidly-growing industries. Thus, the
changinglindustry levels of employment and earnings per worker account for the in-
creasing rates of growth of total earnings in two of the three major industry
groups in the State.
Substate Distribution of Total Earnings
The substate regional income projection series presented in this report is
(i_/ U.S. Water Resources Council, ~. cit.-, ,-. .. 16
derived from the U.S. Water Resources Council Series E population and related in-
come and employment projections to 2020. This is
economic area, and water resources subarea in the
substate series is compiled from the county-level
projections.z’
available for each state,
United States. The Minnesota
extensions of the OBERS income
A two-step approach is used in the presentation of the substate series of
total earnings, by industry. The 1970 and 1975 total earnings for 11 industry
groups are compared, first, for each of the 13 sl]bstate re~ions. Al1
values are in current dollars. In the second set of comparisons, total earnings
are in 1967 dollars. Current 1970 and 1975 dollars are deflated by the factors
1.130 and 1.525, respectively, to convert current dollars into constant dollars.
Four groupings are regions ar”eused in comparing the region-to-region changes
in total earnings from 1970 to 1975 and from 1970 to 2000. The regional groupings
conform with those used in the related study of Minnesota employed labor force
trends and projections cited earlier. Each regional grouping is identified by
its economic base which is classified as dominantly agricultural, transitional
agricultural.-industrial, transitional primary resource-industrial,and dominantly
urban-industrial.
l)ominantlyagricultural base —.
The four dominantly agricultural regions -- Northwest, West Central, Six
West and Southwest -- experienced an increase of $673.2 million in total earnings
in the 1970-75 period. This is equivalent to a 65 percent increase in current
~1 The shift-and-share technique was used in extending the water resources
subarea income projections to the county level in the Upper Mississippi
River Basin. The county-level projections were then compiled by sub-
state region. Two data series are derived; one based on state-level
industry totals, the other on region-level industry-wide totals. Small
differences occur between the two series which do not, however, effect
the study findings.17
(I(J 11 :11-s or ;LZQ pcrc~?ntincrease In 1967 dollars. The four-region relative share
of total earnings of the employed work force increased from 8.7 percent to 9.6





Northwest 208.3 363.5 75
West Central 349.5 575.1 65
Six West 135.6 2.34.1 73
Southwest .---33&9____ —-532.Jl- -.57--
Total or Average 1,.032.3 1,705.5 65
In 1967 dollars,total earnings inthe four dominantly agricultural. regions
are projected to increase 13Q percent from $91.3million in 1970 to $2,079 million
in 2000. The largest Percentage increase is projected for the Six West Region,
the smallest for the Northwest Region. This pattern does not conform with the
reported changes for the 1970 to 1975 period.
Projected total real earnings are summarized for the Follr re~ions,
as follows:
Increase. .—_
1970 1975 2000 1970-1975 1970-2000
(mil.dol.) (mil.dol.)(rnil.dol.)‘––- (pet.) —(~
Northwest 184.3 238.3 374.5 29 103
West Central 309.2 377.1 700.4 22 127
Six West 120.0 153.3 299.1 8 149
Southwest .299.8 349.3 705.3 17 , 135 —. —— . . — —
Total or Average 913.3 1,118.2 2,079.3 22 128
The four region relative share of total earnings of the employed work force de-
clined from 8.7 percent to 6.7 percent of the State total.in the 30-year period.
The reported 1970 to 1975 change is lfl percent of the projected 1970 to 2000
change for the four dominantly agricultural regions.
The large reported change in total earnings of the employed work force in
the four dominantly agricultural regions was due to large increases in agricult-
ure earnings. Total earnings in agriculture were lower in both 1969 and 1971than in 1970.
average of the
18
The 1980 and post-1980 earnings levels are projected from an
three base years rather than 1970 alone, which results in low
projected earnings for 1980 and beyond, as follows:
Estimated Projected —.—
!k%k.QQ 1970 1975 ~980 2000 ——
(mil.dol.) (mil.dol.) (mil.dol;) (mil.do~)
Northwest 59.9 93.0 47.9 57.7
West Central 78.1 96.9 63.6 78.1
Six West 50.7 70.0 59.9 75.2
Southwest 127.5 1“41.5 101 3 127 8 —L___ -_.--L-
Total or Average 316.2 401.4 273.0 338.8









1970 levels in g regions.
The deviation of estimated earnings from projected trends is a measure of
the recent favorable economic status of agriculture in the dominantlyagricultural
regions. Projected total trends are not intended to provide annual forecastsof
total earnings which can be comparedwith the annual estimates reported in the
Regional Economic InformationSystem. Rather, the earnings projectionsindicate
long-term trends from a given base-year,which, in the OBERS projection series, is
an average of several years, as are the projected series.
Transitionalagricultural-industrial base
The four transitionalagricultural-industrial regions -- Six East, Central
Minnesota, Region Nine and Southeastern-- border the Metropolitan Council Region.
They receive much of the industrialspillover from the metropolitancore region
as a result of industry dispersion to less densely populated areas.
In the transitionalagricultural-industrial regions, total earnings increased
61 percent from $2,197.0million to $3,534.1million in the 1970 to 1975 period,
as follows:
!k&k!12 1970 1975 Increase
(roil. do~) (roil. dol.) (pet.)
Six East 243.3 433.3 78
Central Minnesota 346.2 584.1 69
Region Nine 544.5 909.1 67
Southeastern 11062.9 ,,,l~,o~y 5 — ..- ....-” 51 -.—. --- .
rc)tal 0% Avaragt? 2*19?,C) 38534*J 6119
The estimated 1970 to 1975 increases in total earnings (in 1967 dollars)
‘areless than one-sixth of the projected 1970 to 2000 increase in two of the
four regions. The projected high annual rates of increase in total earnings for







Total or Average 1,?43.9
Total earnings from agriculture
















increased 24 percent from $38’2.9 million in
largest increase in total earnings from agri-
culture occurred in the Six East Region and the smallest in che Southeastern_ Region.
The regional distribution of agricultural total earnings, in 1967 dollars, is





1975 1980 2000 1970-75 1975-2000
(mil.dol.) (mil.dol.) (mil.dol.) (mil.dol,) (pCt.) (pCt.)
Six East 61.1 87.4 57.3 72.0 43 18
Central Minnesota 44.3 56.9 29.7 37.3 28 -16
Region Nine 125.8 169.5 145.4 182.6 35 45
Southeastern 151.7 162.9 152.8 .190.2 7 25
Total or Average 382.9 476.7 385.2 482.1 24 26
Manufacturing industries are projected to contribute an increasingly larger
proportion of total earnings in each of the four regions. For the 1970 to 1975
period, however, the reported increase was only 32 percent of the projected 1970
to 1980 increase and less than one-tenth of the projected 1970 to 2000 increase.
In 1970, manufacturing employment accounted for 24.1 percent of total earnings in
the four transitional regions. This compares with 19.7 percent of total earnings
derived from agriculture.20
The regional distribution of total earnings from manufacturing employment is
summarized as follows:
Increase
&ion 1970 1975 1980 2000 1970-1975 1970-2000 —. ———
(mil,:.iol.) (mil.dol~) (mil.dol.) (mil.do~) (pCt.) (pCt.)
Six East 40.0 51.0 56.5 107.0 28 168
Central Minnesota 60.0 72.7 40,1 103.9 21 73
Re8ion Nine 105.8 127.1 175.5 339.5 20 221
Southeastern . 262.1___ _ ~8~.~_ 2~2.6 .707*7 .2 170
Total or Average 467.9 533*4 676.0 1,258.1 14 169
Only in Six East Region and Region Nine were total earnings of the employed labor
force in manufacturing below those in agriculture in 1970 or 1975. By 1980, pro-
jected total earnings of manufacturing exceed those in
projected manufacturing accounts for 23.2 percent Of
compared to a.~percent for agriculture.
Transitional primary resource-industrialbase ——
The four transitional. primary resource-industrial
Arrowhead, Region Five and East Central -- experienced
agriculture. By 2000,
projected total earnings as
regions -- Headwaters,
lower rates of increase in
total earnings from 1970 to 1975 than the dominantly or heavily agricultural regions.








The reported increase in total earnings








of the employed work force in the Arrowhead
in manufacturing employment.
Real earnings in the four regions are projec~ed to increase faster in the
four transitional primary resource-industrialregions than in most of the dominantly21
and heavily agricultural regions. Total real earnings are projected to increase
by $1,621 million from 1970 to 2000--up 148 percent from the $1,095.8 million in
1970. Regional differences in the projected increases are summarized as Fol].ows:
Increase
w 1970 1975 2000 ‘—”— 1970-1975 1970-2000
(mil.dol.) (mil.dol.) (mil.dol.~ (pCt.) (pCt.)
Headwaiters 69.6 81.7 173.5 17 149
Arrowhead 750.4 850.6 1,771.6 13 136
Region Five 170.4 200.2 437.6 17 157
East Central 105.4 128.4 319.2_ __ 22 203 -. --
Total or Average 1,,095.8 1,260.9 2,701.9 15 147
Reported 1970 to 1975 increases in total earnings were less than one-sixth of
the projected 1970 to 2000 increases in each of the four regions. In two of
the three regions, large increases in population and employment also were re-
ported. Total population declined in the Arrowhead Region.
Reduced dependence on primary resource-related industry in the four regions
is indicated by the trenclsin total earnings in agriculture and mining. The
reported total earnings increase from 1970 to 1975 was 8 percent, up $14.3 mil-
lion from $172.9 in 1970. The projected total earnings increase from 1970 to
2000 is only 16 percent, up $28.4 million from 1970. Thus, over two-thirds of
the projected increase in total earnings from 1970 to 2000 in these two industries
was achieved in the first five-year period.
Increase
&%iLQ2 1970 1975 1980 2000 ‘l~>_6~l970-2000-
(mil.dol.) (mil.dol.) (mil.dol.) (mil.dol.~ ‘-— (pCt.) (pCt.)
Headwaiters 8.6 7.0 4.2 4.6 -19 -47
Arrowhead 120.8” 132.2 132.1 160.1 9 33
Region Five 24.5 30.6 16.0 20.1 25 -18
East Central 19.0 17.4 13.4 16.5 -8 -13 —— ——
Total or Average 172.9 187.2 165.7 201.3 8 16
While dependence on primary resource-related industry is declining, depen–
dence on trade and service industries is increasing. The growing importance of2!2
manufacturing also is projected, as indicated by the following increases in
total real earnings in manufacturing:
Increase
Region 1970 1975 1980 2000 i970-1975 1975-2000
~~ ‘(mil.dol~ ~mil.dol.) (mil.clol.) (pet.) (pCt.)
Headwaiters 4.9 4.7 6.2 13.4 -4 173
Arrowhead 136.3 124.4 171.4 281.4 -9 106
Region Five 26.2 30.5 25.0 46.3 16 77
East Central 13.3_ 21.1 22.6 59 241 45.3 _
Total or Average 180.7 180.7 225.2 386.4 0 114
Manufacturing is projected to double and even triple in importance in the four
regions. However, the reported increases in total earnings failed to match
the projected trends. The adverse effects of the downturn in manufacturing
activity were more severe in two Of the regions than elsewhere in the State.
-Dominantlyurban-industrial region
Total earnings in the Metropolitan Council Region increased less rapidly
than in the rest of the State, largely because of the decline in manufacturing
and the increase in agricultural activity which occurred in the latter part of the
1.970to 1975 period. The distribution of total earnings and the change in total
earnings for the 1970 to 1975 period between the Metropolitan Council Region and
the rest of State is summarized as follows:
Region 1970 1975 Incre,ase —
(mil.dol.~ (mil.dol.) (pet.)
Metropolitan Council 7,342.0 10,532.4 43
Rest–of-State 4,467.8 7,1.63.1 60 . .——
Total or Average 11,809.9 17,695.5 50
The reported change in total real earnings from 1970 to 1975 was less than
one-sixth of the projected 1970 to 2000 change for the Metropolitan Council
Region. For the rest of State the reported change was larger than one-sixth of
the projected change,alt’bough the statewide change was less than one-sixth of the
projected change. The downturn in manufacturing contributed to the recent23
dcv.i.ati.ons from projected levels of total earnings as fol.1.ows:
E!232!s
Increase
1970 1975 2000 ~970-1975 1970-2000
(mil.dol.) (mil.dol.) (mil.dol~) (pet.1-- (pct.)–
Metropolitan Council 6,497.3 6,906.4 20,982.0 6 223
Rest-of-State 3.,963.0 4,,696.3 19 10,,212._3 ._ 158 .
Total or Average 10,450.3 11,602.7 31,194.3 11 119
The overall pattern of growth and decline of econom~.cactivity in the 1970 to
1975 period is illustrated by the reported and projected changes in total earnings
of the employed work force in manufacturing,trade and services industries in the
Metropolitan Council Region and the rest of State. Total real earnings in manu-
facturing increased only 2 percent in the Metropolitan Region and only 10 percent
in the rest of State from 1970 to 1975. These increases were much less than one-
sixth of the projected 1970 to 2000 increases. They are summarized as follows:
Increase
&%&Xl 1970 1975 1980 2000 1970-1975 1970-2000
(mil.dol. )(mil.dol.)(mil.dol~)(~il.dol.) (pCt.) (pCt.)
Metropolitan Council 1,880.6 1,916.8 2,780.,9 5,207.7 2 177
Rest-of-State 736.2 809.6 1,059.2 1,929.6 10 143 _- —. -—.—
Total or Average 2,616.8 2,726.4 3,840.1 7,137.,3 4 172
Total real earnings in the trade industries in the Metropolitan Council Re-
gion increased 7 percent from 1970 to 1975 -- roughly one-third the increase for
the rest of State. The reported increase again was much less than one-sixth of
the projected 1970 to 2000 increases for the Metropolitan Council Region. ‘1’Ile two-
region distribution of the reported and projected increases are as follows:
Es&?22
Inc~ease
1970 1975 1980 2000 i970-1975 _1970-20~0
(mil.dol.)(mil.dol~) (mil.dol=)(==~) (pCt.) ‘—— (pCt.)
Metropolitan Council 1,321.1 1,415.9 1,858.3 3,604.6 7 173
Rest-of-State 606.6 741.6 887.6 1,537.9 22 154 .—
Total or Average 1,927.7 2,726.4 2,735.9 5,142.5 12 16724
All other industries are grouped together for the Metropolitan Council Region
simply to illustrate the overall effects of abnormal levels of earnings in agriculture
and manufacturing on the reported increases in total earnings. During the 1970 to 1975
period,total real earnings in the other industries increased 9 percent in the Metropol-
itan Council.Region and 20 percent in rest of State. The large increase
State is due largely to the regional increases in agriculture earnings.
mated and projected increases are summarized as follows:
in the rest of
The esti-
Increase
1970 1975 1980 2000 1970-1975, 1970-2000
(mil.dol.)(mil.dol~) (~il.dol.) (~il.dol. ) (pCt.) (pet,)




2,610.2 3;135:1 3~589.2 6;744.8 20 .&6.l
5,905.8 6,718.8 9.095.2 18291.4.5 14 223
trends in the three industry groups are presented for the two
periods to illustrate deviation from projected trends. Two principal events ac-
count for these deviations -- the slowdown in general economic activity from 1974
to 1975 and the upsurge in farm prices and incomes in 1973 which helped sustain
total earnings in dominantly and heavily agricultural regions to 1975. Thus, a
shift in economic activity from the Metropolitan Council Region tothe rest of
State is suggested by recenttrends. These trends are likely to shift, again,
as farm prices decline and general economic conditicms improve.
The Metropolitan Council Region’s share of the.total earnings of the employed
work force is projected as a slightly increasing level in manufacturing and
trade, and more sharply increasing level in services,
Because of the events of 1973 and 1974, this region’s
declined below projected levels for each of the three
and other industries,
share of total earnings
industry groups.25
TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME
Total earnings are the major source of total personal
terest, dividends and rent, which are property income, and




by place of work or place of residence, property income and transfer payments are
reported only by place of residence.
Use of the multi-county development region for reporting total personal i.n–
come trends and projections helps reduce the gap between earnings reported by
place of work and earnings reported by place of residence. Much of the county-to-
county commuting is internal to the development region. For large population cen-
ters, however, the commuting area, or labor shed, extends beyond the development
region boundaries and, hence, the two methods of reporting net earnings yield dif-
ferent results from region to region and year to year.
In the presentation of personal income trends and projection in this report,
place-to-place and year-to-year variations in personal income are reported for
(1) total personal income of Minnesota residents and (2) the substate regional dis-
tribution of total.personal income. Income differences between regions are related
to industry employment and earnings per worker levels in each substate region.
Total Personal Income of Residents
The major sources of total personal income differ only slightly for the State
and the Nation (table 3.1). Changes in each major income source in Minnesota were
slightly larger for Minnesota than the Nation during the 1.970to 1975 period.
Minnesota total personal income increased from 1.8 percent of U.S. total personal
income in 1970 to 1.9 percent of this total in 1975.
Total earnings are a larger proportion of total personal income in Minnesota
than in the U.S. because of a negative residence adjustment and slightly lower
levels of property income and transfer payments. The approximately $4(Imillion26
Table 3.1. Estimated and projected total personal income per person (in 1967 dollars), by
income source, ‘Minnesotaand United States, 1950-2000.
Minnesota United States
Property Property









1950 1,604 269 338 1,942 1,703 155 361 2,064
1959 1,823 148 444 2,267 2,015 90 437 2,452
1962 1,901 145 507 2,414 2,111 99 486 2,597
1967 2,452 174 545 2,997 2,571 89 617 3,188
1969 2,684 169 570 3,254 2,787 92 671 3,458
1970 2,740 205 675 3,415 2,783 88 727 3,510
1971 2,716 172 721 3,437 2,778 85 792 3,570
1972 2,849 203 734 3,583 2,958 98 798 3,756
1973 3,253 478 756 4,009 3,123 152 837 3,960
1974 3,085 332 813 3,898 3,035 118 875 3,910
1975 2,956 247 858 3,814 2,927 104 944 3,871
Projected:s’
1980 3,805 182 900 4,705 3,743 95 1,033 4,780
1985 4,308 182 1,137 5,445 4,233 94 1,196 5,429
1990 4,879 181 1,332 6,211 4,783 94 1,384 6,146
2000 6,392 191 1,818 8,210 6,282 98 1,884 8,165
.—
Earnings are given by place of work and, hence, are not adjusted for residence.
Less personal contributions and residence adjustment is not included.
Based on data in table 1.1.
U.S. Water Resources Council, 1972 OBERS Projections.27
residence adjustment reduced total personal income
0.2 percent in 1975. Property income and transfer
total income were lower in Minnesota than the U.S.
by 0.3 percent in 1970 and
payments as a proportion of
by 5 percent
9 percent in 1975. The proportions of Minnesota and U.S. total
from each source are as follows:
Income Minnesota United States _
in 1970 and by
income derived
Source 1970 1975 1970 1975
(percent)
Total Earnings 80.2 77.5 79.3 75.6
Personal Contributions -3.3 -4.3 -3.3 -3.9
Residence Adjustment -0.3 -0.2 0 0
Property Income 14.0 14.4 14.4 14.5
Transfer Payments 9.4 12.6 9.8 13.8
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
An increase in the rate of personal contributions of the employed work force to
unemployment insurance and retirement programs further reduced Minnesota personal
income levels relative to the U.S. levels.
Projected Minnesota and U.S. income levels continue historical trends
relationships. Both earnings per worker and personal income per capita in




the total of property income and transfer payments increases as a proportion of
total personal income.
Substate Distribution of Total Personal Income
The substate regional distribution of total personal income in 1970 and 1975
is derived from the county-level estimates reported by the U.S. Department of
Commerce in its Regional Economic Information System. The substate distribution
of income sources includes a residence adjustment for net in-commuting or out-
commuting of the employed work force (table 3.2).
More than one-half of the total earnings in the State originate in the Metro-
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are received by residents of the Metropolitan Council.Region. IrI1970, the two percen-
tages were 62.2 and 58.4, respectively. By 1975, hQwever, they declined to 59.5 and
55,7, respectively. This decline was the outcome of a large decline in manufac–
turing employment, which was concentrated in the Metropolitan Council Region and
a large increase in farm income,which occurred throughout the State.
The regional distribution of total personal income depends on the regional dis-
tribution of (1) the employed work force,(2) earnings per worker, and (3) total
property income and transfer payments. The total employed work force in turn, de-
pends on labor force participation, total population, especially 16 years and
older, and commuting levels. Labor force participation rates, total population
change, in-commuting, earnings per worker and total property income are high in
the Metropolitan Council Region. Total personal income per person was 15 percent
above the U.S. average in 1970 and 12 percent above this average in 1975,
Total earnings per worker also were above the U.S. average. The remaining 12
substate regions, with personal income per person and earnings per worker were
below the U.S. averages in 1970 and 1975.
Property income and transfer payments per person vary more than total personal





most regions, personal property payments per person
rapidly than for the U.S. However, transfer payments per person,
higher relative to the U.S. than property income payments, declined
1970 to 1975 relative to the U.S. averages.~’Transfer
El Transfer income included specific income payments as follows:
me of Payment




















inversely correlated with the level of property income payments.
The county-by-countydistribution of relative income levels is used as a
measure of the spatial incidence of economic well-being in the State. In 1970,
per capita income levels exceeded the U.S. average in only six of 87 counties
(fig. 3.1). Five of the high-income counties were in or near the Metropolitan
Council Region. In 23 counties, per capita income levels were less than 70 per-
cent of the U.S. average. All but two of the low-income counties were in the six
northern and western Minnesota regions.
By 1975, per capita income levels had surged ahead in dominantly agricultural
areas. High farm prices in 1973, 1974 and 1975 lifted relative income in soutliern
and western counties. The number of counties with relative income levels ~f 90
percent or more of the U.S. average increased from six to 13 in the five-year
period. Meanwhile, counties with relative income levels less than 70 percent of
the U.S. average dropped from 22 to ]3. Low income levels persisted, however,
among northern Minnesota counties.
The geographic concentration of low income levels in the northern and western
regions and of high incomes in the core metropolitan region and the southern
agricultural regions is confirmed by the level of total earnings~and proper-
ty income per person in 1970 and 1975. Transfer payments per person were com-
pensatory insofar as they helped reduce Che regional income imbalances resulting
from large differences in total earnings and property inc,ome. .
Personal income trends in substate regions Converged towards the State average in
1970 and 1975. Estimated per capita income levels ranges from 54 percent to 118 percent
of the State average in 1970 and from 56 percent to 114 percent of the State average
in 1975. The State average meanwhile was approaching the U.S. average.
Convergence of per capita income trends and dispersion of population growth
would result in a corresponding dispersion of the growth in total personal income.



























regions i.nthe 1972 OBERS projections. Relative income levels in Minnesota
are projected to converge towards the U.S. average while total income levels
are projec~ed to increase more rapidly in the Metropolitan Council angladjacent
$egions ~han in the outstate regions (table 3.3).
Projected substate total earnings and total personal income levels are
linked to the 1972 OBERS series for the U.S. Water Resources planning regions
and sub-regions. The reported 1970 to 1975 ~rends differ from the projecced 1970
to 2000 trends, because of the (1) above-average total earnings in agriculture
in 1973 and 1974 and (2) below-average Cotal earnings in manufacturing in 197~,.
Economic growth in the Metropolitan Council Region Chus lagged in relation to the
rest of State in the 1970 to 1975 period, The projected 1970 to 2000 income levels
indicate a return of this region to its dominant economic position in total
earnings and total.personal income levels. The increasing income share earned
in the Metropolitan Council Region is due to projected employment expansion in
industries with above-average earnings per worker and in property income.
The 1972 OBERS projections thus show increasing concentration of total
personal income payments in the metropolitan core region and the
tional agricultural-indus~rialregions for the post-1973 period.
distribution of total personal income payments in 1970, 1975 and







Dominantly agr. regions 8.7 9.6 6.7
Trans. agr.-ind. regions 18*6 20.0 17.4
‘Trans.pri. res.-ind. regions 10.5 18.9 8.7
Urban-ind. region 62.2 59.5 67.2
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Income Relationships
Estimated and projected income levels for the 1970 to 2000 period are re-
lated here to changes in population, employed work force per person, earnings per
worker, property income per person, and transfer payments per person (table 3.4).
A five–equation accounting model of income generation is specified which includes
the principal dependent and explanatory variables affecting total personal income
levels in Minnesota and its 13 substate regions. This model is of the form,
emp = empc * pop (3.1)
earn = earnc * emp (3.2)
prop = propc ~’pop (3.3)
tran = tranc ~ pop (3.4)








employed work force, region, t-th year
population, region, t-th year




income, region, t-th year
payments, region, t-th year
income, region, E-th year
empc = employed work force per person, region! t-th year
earnc= earnings per worker, region, t-th year
tranc= transfer payments per person,
The estimated or projected change in each
to the explanatory variables in euqations
‘l’he accounting model defines, first,
region, t-th year
dependent variable is attributed entirely
3.1 to 3.5.
the relation of population to employ-
ment as represented by the ratio 05 employed work force to population. Additional
explanatory variables to represent factors affecting population growth are needed

































































The total change in a dependent variable is due to change in the explana-
tory variable and/or the population-relatedcoefficient, as shown by the form
Aemp = Aempc * pop + Apop * empc + Aempc * Apop,
where,A = change in specified variable or coefficient. Existing employment.,
population and income data series are used in deriving the effects of the population-
related changes.37
INCOME CHANGE SOURCES
Two sources of income change are iden.titiied -– the changing industry distri-
bution of employment and the changing level of income payments per worker. In
this chapter, trends and rpojections of industry employment and earnings per
worker in the United States are discussed. Corresponding industry employment and
earnings trends and projections for Minnesota are exa.tnined, also.
Industry Distribution of Ernp.loyment
The employed work force series presented in this report is based on the
annual REIS series cited earlier. This series is comparable with the BLS em-
ployed work force projections to 1985!’ and the income projections prepared for
10/ the U.S. Water Resources Council.—
The lJ.S.employed work force projections are keyed to the Series E popula-
tion projections published by the lJ.S.Bureau of the Census. The Series E popu-
lation projections show a projected 2000 population of 263,830,000.Q’ This







U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, The U.S. in 1985: A Summary of B’LSProjec-
tions, Bul. 1890, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1974.
U.S. Water Resources Council, 1972 OBERS Projections, Vol. I, Concepts, Me~h- -—
odology and Summary DataL U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1974. —
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 601,
“Projections of the Population of the United States: 1975 to 2050”, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1975.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 704,
“Projec~ions of the Population of the United States: 1977- to 2050”, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1977.38
The 2!i-indust.ry breakdown of industry employment in Minnesota is used in
Ehe reporting of OBERS income projection series. In this series, employment is
based on jobs. IL is reported by place of work. All government employment is
compiled separately from private employment.
Two steps are involved in the preparation of the Minnesota employed worlc
force series. First, the REIS total employed work force estimates are prepared
for the 1~-i.ndustry breakdown used in the REIS reporting format. Wage and
salary employment is reported for each industry. Proprietorial employment, how-
ever, is reported in two categories -- farm and non-farm. Non-farm proprietors
are distributed among the seven non-farm private industry groups by use of the
total-to-wage-and-salaryemployment ratios derived from the corresponding U.S.
employment series.
US. and Minnesota employment trends
The U.S. employed work force is projected to increase frc)m85,646,000 in
1970 to 126,338,000 in 2000 -- an annual increase of 1.3 percent over the 30-
year period. For selected periods, the annual rates of increase in the employed
work force, as compared with total population, are as follows:
Total Employed Labor Force Total
Period Work Force Participation Population —.
1970-1975 1.2 0.3 0.9
1970-1980 1.9 1.0 0.9
1980-1985 1.0 0.1 0.9
1985-1990 1.0 0.1 1.0
1990-2000 1.1 0.3 0.7
Thus, the employed work force is expanding more rapidly than population, especially
in the early years of the 30-year period, because of increasing labor force parti–
cipation.
Differential rates of change in industry employment are attributed LO
changes in demand and output per worker in labor force participation rates and
population. For industries with above-average projected growth i.nemployment --39
construr.tion, paper products, printing and publishing, clicIrmicals and al. licxlI>r{xl{l{.ts,
fabricated metals products, electrical machinery, finance, insurance a-rid real estate,
private services -- the expected demand increases are larger than the expected
output per worker increases. For industries with below-average projected growth
in employment -- agriculture, mining, food products, textile products, apparel,
lumber and furniture, petroleum refining, primary metal products, machinery, except
electrical, motor vehicles, transportation equipment, m~.scell.aneous manufacturing,
transportation, communications and utilities, wholesale and retail trade, federal
government, and military -- the expected demand increases are less than the ex-
pected increases in output per worker, The latter include both the industries
lagging in demand expansion
output per worker.
The Minnesota employed
and the industries experiencing rapid expansion i.n
work force is projected to increase 50 percent in 30
years (table 4.1) from 1.6 million in 1970 to 2.4 million in 2000.
tion is projected to increase less than 30 percent from 3.8 in 1970
in 2000. The employed labor force also is projected to increase 50




The employed work force is increasing more rapidly than population in Minnesota,
also, because of large increases in employed work force participation rates.
Untj.11980,the increase in employed work force participation rates accounts for
most of the growth in total.employed labor force. In the post-1980 period, however,








major source of change in total work force, as
Total Employed Labor Force Total

























































The employed work force projections differ from the employed labor force
projections in tl]c~relatecl study cited c3ar.Lic~rbcJcauscJ ()[:the IISr of- :1 l]~}il)c>r
total population projection and a job-based rather than a p~?rson- based Ille:ls Llrc’ 01”
employment. Multiple job–holding, especially among agricultural workers, accounts
for much of the difference, as shown below:
1970 1980 1990 2000 ————
(thousand)
Employed Work Force, Total 1,618 1,975 2,200 2,438
Agriculture 153 117 94 85
Non-Agriculture 1,465 1,858 2,106 2,353
Employed Labor Force, Total 1,49~ 1.,829 2,047 2,151
Agriculture 114 86 66 53
Non-Agriculture 1,381. 1.,743 1,981 2,098
Reporting of jobs rather than persons employed accounts for the dj.verging patterns
of projected employment in agriculture.
to increase 52 to 54 percent in the two
projected to increase nearly 200,000 in
Non-agricultural. employment is projected
series, while agricultural employment is
the 1980’s in the employed work force
series but decrease to nearly one-half of the 1970 level in the employed labor
force series. The two series diverge most rapidly in the 1970 to 1980 period.
Substate regional employment trends —.—
Substate regional employment data show a concentration of construction,
selected manufacturing, and all non-commodity-producingemployment, except state
and local government, in the Metropolitan Council Region. of the 15 manufacturing
industries, nine are concentrated, in varying degree, in this region. The nine
geographically concentrated manufacturing industries are:
ing and publishing, chemical products, petroleum products,





Shifts in the degree of industry concentration are shown in a comparison of
1970 and 1975 levels of industry employment in the State and regional distribu-























graphic concentration in the Metropolitan Council Region is indicated for each
one of the 11 major industry groups. A net shift towards out-state areas is
strongly inclicated, therefore, in the 1970 and 1975 employment comparisons.
Region-to-region differences in the employed work force in agriculture ac-
count, in part, for region-to-region differences in the non-agricultural employed
work force. Agricultural employment is distributed widely in the State, al-
though the eight heavily agricultural counties accounted for 120,000 of the
153,000 agricultural employed work force in 1970. By 1975, total agricultural
employment increased to 139,700 in the eight counties and 72,300 in the State.
Total agricultural employment is projected to decline however, to 123,000 in
the eight counties and 84,70G in the State by 2000. These eight counties
would account for nearly 85 percent of the total agricultural employed work force
in the State.
Non-agricultural employment is concentrated in the Metropolitan Council
Region. However, non-agricultural employment is projected to increase in each
outstate region. The region-to–region distribution of this employment varies
among the four regional ~roupings.
Earnings Per Worker
Total earnings (i.e., wage and salary payments and proprietorial income)
estimates of the employed work force are compiled in the offices of both the
U.S. Department of Labor and the U.S. Department of Commerce. Several of these
data sources are used in the estimation of earnings per worker.
Comparison of year-to-year changes in individual. anclaggregate industry
earnin~s requires conversion of the data series from current to constant dollars.
The deflated earnings series show
base-year earnings and (2) annual
worker are projected to double in
wide industry-to-industrydifferences in (1)
change in earnings. Average earnings per
approximately 20 years. For some industries44
(e.u., transportation equipment), however, che projected doubling rate is less
than 20 years while for others (e.g.,trade) it is more than 20 years. Area-
to–area differences in industry composition thus account for corresponding clif-
ferences in total industry earnings.
U.S. and Minnesota earnings per worker trends
Total earnings per worker in Minnesota industries follow the U.S. industry-
to-industry pattern (table 4.3). Differences occur among industries, however,
as a result of differences in industry composition and organization and the com-
petitive position of those industries vis a vis product and factor markets. Hence, —— . -—
use of U.S. average earnings per worker ratios for Minnesota would under- or
over-estimate total industry earnings with given levels of industry employment.
Projected earnings per worker in Minnesota are related, however, to the
corresponding U.S. projection series. The annual rates of change in the U.S.
ratios are used with the Minnesota base-year (i.e., 1.970 and 1975) ratios in
deriving the total earnings per worker series used in this report.
Use of an earnings per worker series which is based on an employed work
force series means that the projected earnings per worker series under-estimate
the average earnings of employed persons. A low rate of growth in earnings per
worker is due, at least in part, to an increase in part-time employment. Im-
plicit in the earnings per worker projections is a reduction in total hours
worked per year per person. The reduction in work year varies from industry-
to industry. Need for hourly rather than annual, employment and earnings data
is indicated.
Substate earnings per worker trends —
Average earnings per worker will vary widely among substate regions because
of region-to-regiondifferences in industry-occupationmix. Region-to-region










































































however, because of local peculiarities in wage-level d~terrnination and employee
preferences
below to 13 ——.
greater in
Thus, in 1970, average earnings per worker ranged from 38 percenc
percent above the State average (table 4.4). This range was even
975. Personal contributions to social insurance programs correlated
directly with earnings and, hence, the range in nec earnings per worker was
slightly less than total earnings per worker in 1970 and 1975. The spread in
average earnings was ameliorated further by commuting of the resident labor force
from a low earnings region to work places outside the region, as in the Head-
waitersRegion.
Personal income earned outside the region by resident labor force increased
between 1970 and 1975 in five of the nine regions. The positive residence ad-
justment denotes out-commuting and hence, a higher net earnings by place of
residence than by place of work. Execptionally large increases in out-commuting
are indicated for two regions -- East Central and Central Minnesota. These two
regions also experienced large population increases.
The ratio of the residence adjustment ‘conet earnings is an approximation
of the proportion of the net employed resident labor force which commutes to
place of work outside the region. Thus, in Region 6E, the net commuting to
place of worlcis equivalent to approximately one-third of the employed resident
labor force. Errors in the derivation of Ehe residence adjustment results, of




















.IMPLICATIONS FOR SUBSTAIli DEVELOPMENT
The trends and projections presented earlier show contrasting trends in
the substate distribution of earnings and employment. Over the 20-year period
from 1950 to 1970, a pattern emerged of lagging growth in earnings and employ-
ment in non-metropol.itan areas of the state. In the 1970 to 1975 period, how-
ever~ this pattern was reversed. Population and income growth in the seven-
county Metropolitan Council Region lagged behind the rest of State. This
recent reversal in earnings and income trends signaled a shii”tin the spatial-
economicdistribution of economic growth to non-metropolitan areas.
Three Alternative Futures
The two growth options noted earlier can be described, respectively, as
focused concentration and dispersed concentration of population, employment
and income growth in the State. By focused concentration is meant the geographic
concentration of above-average income payments in the seven-county“Metropolitan
Council Region. Dispersed concentration, on the other hand> is represented
by the recent rapid growth in total income payments in substate development
regions bordering the Metropolitan Council. Region and especially in the
counties located within 100 miles of downtown Minneapolis-St. Paul. A third
option of selective concentration is identified, also, to describe a policy of
guided metropolitan area development in which certain kinds of industry and
activity are favored. The three options are illustrated by comparison of the
percentage of total income payments which are accounted for by the employed
work force and the resident population of the Metropolitan Council Region
(table 5.1). The three options are differentiatedby the proportion of (1)
total earnings and (2) total personal income received, respectively, by the










The period of above-average income growth in the metropolitan area was
halted, at least temporarily,by 1975. I.nthe five-year period from 1970 to
1975, however, personal income paymenrs of the resident population in the
Metropolitan Council Region had declined from 58 to 56 percent of the State
total. In the first option, these payments are projectedto reach 65 percent
of the State total in 2000. Total earnings are projected to increase from 60
to 67 percent of the State total in the 25-year period from 1975 to 2000.
Income concentration in the Metropolitan Council Region is attributed to
growth in population and labor force, industry redistribution of the empl~yed
work force, and further growth in property income and transfer payments. The
importance of each source of income growth in the State was indicated earlier
in the examination of income relationships. In t’hefocused concentration
option, the reduction in net earnings due to in-commuting (of non-resident
work force)is reduced from $243.3
in 2000. This is equivalent to a
34,000 in 1975 to 14,000 in 2000.
million in 1975 to less than $2000 million
reduction in non-resident work force from
Both employment and population are con-
centrated in the Metropolitan Council Region in the.focused concentration
Option.
Z@.EU2rsedCc’ncentrati
In the dispersed concentration option, the Metropolitan Council Region
lags in personal income growth because of above-average growth of resident pop-
ulation.in the expanded metropolitan core area outside the Metropolitan Council
Region (which extends approximately 100 miles from downtown Minneapolis-
St. Paul). This option, which is supported by recent experience, contradicts
the assumption of a reduced non-resident work force. In-commuting to the
Metropolitan Council Region is projected to increase dramatically (to 48,000additional non-resident work force).
90 percent, would originate from the
regions,
51
Much of this increase, approximately
four transitional agric~lltural-ind(lstr ial
The dispersed concentration option is essentially an extension of the 1970-
1975 trends in the geographic distribution of population tothe year 2000. Much
of the State’s growth in resident labor force would occur in the four transi–
tional agricultural-industrialregions. A corresponding increase i.nnon-resident
jobs would occur, also. Thus, the proportion of total personal income in the
State would decline from 65 to 55 percent in the Metropolitan Council Region;
it would increase from 18 to 28 percent in the four transitional agricultural-
i.ndustrial regions. In this option, therefore, population is dispersed
(within a 100-mile radius of downtown Minneapolis-St. Paul) while jobs are
concentrated in the Metropolitan Council Region.
Selective decentralization
The selective decentralization option provides for dispersion of both
population and jobs, first, to the four transitional agricultural-industrial
and, finally, to other substate regions. In this option, the Metropolitan
Council Region share of total earnings (by place of work) and total personal
income (by place of residence) would be reduced by 10 percent from the high
levels in the focused concentration option. The third option thus represents
an extension of 1970-1975 trends in the decentralization of both of both popu-
lation and jobs, but with job decentralization confined to selected manufactur-
ing, trade and service industries. High-technology manufacturing, for example,
would remain in the Metropolitan Council Region.
The 1972 OBERS income projections used in this study conform with neither
the selective decentralizationnor the dispersed concentration options. A
concentration of both population and jobs is projected for the Metropolitan52
Council. Post-1970 trends in the geographic
ployment and income changes contradict their
series. The po.st-1970 trencls may exaggerate
distribution of population, em-
projected levels in the OIYERS
long-term shifts in the three
economic indicators, however, because of abnormal].y high agricultural earnings
levels and,abnormally I.OWmanufacturing employment and earnings levels i.n
the mid-1970’s.
Composite Scenario of Substate Income Changes
A composite scenario of substate income changes is indicated by a com-
parison of post-1970 income trends and the income trends depicted in three
alternative futures outlined earlier, The composite scenario is a sequence
of the three growth options. The focused concentration option persisted until
the earlier 1970’s. It is being replaced by the dispersed concentration op-
tion. I.ncreaseing restrictions on energy use for private transportation and
rising metropolitan area land costs and taxes, however, may force another
shif~ from the dispersed concentration to the selective decentralizationop-
tion.
By the turn of the century, Rochester, St. Cloud and Mankato will have
become intermediate-sizecities with an increasinglywider range of production
and consumption opportunities for an expanding resident work force. The urban-
ization of the countryside would continue beyond the intermediate-sizecities
to area growth centers like I?ergusFalls, Willmar and Marshall, thus further
extending the selective decentralization of metropolitan area activities.
Agricultural. Development
Projected substate agricultural income levels also are keyed to the 1972
OBERS projections. Here,too, the post-1970 income trends contradict the OINZRS
assumtpions. This is indicated by comparison of the 1970-1975 trends wi,th.53
projected 1975-2000 income levels. Again, however, the abnormally high farm
prices of the early 1970’s may exaggerate long-term economic prospects in
agriculture.
A close scrutiny of the OBERS-based projections shows a gradual improve-
ment in net farm income per farm proprietor (table 5.2). In the peak year,
1973, farm proprietor earnings were 110 percent greater than non-farm earnings.
They declined in 1974 and 1975, but remained above earnings per worker in the
non-farm sector of the Minnesota economy. Above-average earnings of farm
proprietors are projected to continue in the post-1975 period. The projected
decline in the farm proprietors largely accounts for their improved economic
status.
Substate regions with a dominant agricultural economictase experienced .
rapid growth in total earnings and total personal income levels in the 1970-1975
period. High farm income levels were re-inforced by an expanding non-farm
resident work force and, in some areas, in expanding tota”lpopulation. For
the dominantly agricultural regions, therefore, agricultural prosperity helped
support an expansion of non–agricultural employment opportunities.
The long-run importance of agriculture in Minnesota is declining. In
1970,total earnings of the employed work force in agriculture (including farm-
related work force) was 7.1 percnet of total earnings of the employed work force.
In 1973, the total for agriculture increased to 16.5 percent of the State
total.. It declined to 5.8 percent of State total in 1975. It is projected to
decline further to 5.4 percent of the State total in 1980 and 5 percent of the
State total in 2000. The farm-employedwork force, as a proportion of the State
total, is projected to decline even more rapidly than farm earnings and income.
Moreover, this trend is pervasive; it applies to every substate region, even
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